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Foreword

Right now, the size of the Indian e-commerce market is 36 billion USD. In the next four 
years, it is expected to touch 100 billion USD or thereabouts. What an incredible journey this 
has turned out to be! This report explores in depth why sentiments are so bullish about the 
sector’s future prospects. It also separates facts from hearsay, to show the path ahead which 
will always be under construction.

By the year 2022 – coinciding with the nation’s seventy-fifth year of independence – it is 
estimated that India will have nearly 850 million Internet users, of which 150 million are 
expected to start transacting online. Those with a very high frequency of online transactions 
– we choose to call them Digital Champions –will number 50 million at the very least. A 
massive surge in the numbers of the consuming class (affluent and middle class) is foreseen. 
In particular, the middle class’s changing consumption pattern is striking. In the next few 
years, they are likely to consume as much as their Chinese counterparts, and will eventually 
supersede both the US and China.

Surely, Indian and global behemoths can be credited with creating a stickiness factor, keeping 
consumers perpetually hooked on to online shopping. For instance, the lure of grand festive 
offers is hard to resist. And such offers keep getting bigger! Of course, the much-analysed 
deep discounting technique has hurt bottom-lines and drawn flak as well, but that’s another 
matter. An easy classification of Internet users consists of four categories: Digital Beginners, 
Digital Explorers, Digitally Live and Digital Champions. Unsurprisingly, the new entrants 
often skip levels and take the plunge to become Digital Champions very quickly. 

The sector has been contributing towards various macroeconomic parameters, so it has not 
escaped the ambit of the regulatory framework. The ecosystem comprises varied elements so 
it needs to be harmonised and be adaptive to change as well, particularly in technology and 
consumer preferences.

More than anything else, e-commerce companies have to focus on building loyalty which 
will translate into repeat sales. In India, the marketplace model which is similar to successful 
American models is prevalent. In this, e-travel and e-tail are the two dominant areas. To 
experience exponential growth in the next phase, the existing barriers pertaining to language 
and tech usability, logistics and regulatory compliances will have to be removed. With a surge 
of counterfeit products coupled with inadequate product information, consumers continue 
to face a tough time. Since loyalty comes at a premium, it cannot be seen in isolation from 
consumer protection laws. 

The overall contribution of this sector is quite substantial. In the next four to five years, it can 
create a million jobs, in allied industries like logistics and warehousing as well. In addition, 
the FDI attracted enhances the country’s positioning significantly on the global stage. 

I hope you enjoy reading and hope that it helps you derive the necessary data points for 
strategic decision making.

Debjani Ghosh
President, NASSCOM
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Foreword

India is rapidly marching towards becoming a digitally empowered society. The push for 
e-governance, the proliferation of smartphones, increasing Internet access and booming 
digital payments are fuelling the country’s journey towards a trillion-dollar digital economy 
by 2025. The widespread acceptance of Digital is being seen as a catalyst for overall economic 
growth, and with the combination of favourable demographics and policy reforms, India 
presents a unique and powerful growth story.

With Internet penetration expected to almost double to 60%1 by 2022, the country is arguably 
the world’s most promising Internet economy, with a rapidly increasing ‘netizen’ population. 
With improving data affordability, consumption growth and newer financial products, the 
e-commerce market is set to grow, be it across e-tail, travel, consumer services or online 
financial services. From the next set of online shoppers, three out of every four customers 
are expected to come from Tier II cities or beyond, and a vast majority of them would be less 
tech-savvy, seek greater transparency from brands and prefer consuming content in local 
languages.

There is a gradual shift in the focus of both companies and investors towards adopting a 
sustainable economic model centred on the customer. As a result, the industry is seeing a 
growing focus on customer experience, thereby taking e-commerce beyond just selling things 
online. The next frontier for the battle in the Indian e-commerce industry is set to be fought 
around a seamless shopping experience, building digital trust, voice-based or ‘conversational’ 
commerce and creating a catalogue of localised content. This will result in the growing use 
of disruptive technologies such as machine learning (ML), artificial intelligence (AI) and 
augmented reality/virtual reality (AR/VR) as a means to improve customer engagement. 
However, along with opportunities, these technologies are also posing significant technical 
challenges for businesses when it comes to ensuring the integrity of IT systems and protection 
of customer data.

A harmonised e-commerce policy framework, encompassing robust physical, digital and 
payment infrastructure and safeguarding consumer interests, along with a clear and 
progressive tax regime will play a pivotal role in brokering trust and spurring the adoption 
of digital by enterprises, public authorities and citizens. Developments like the recent 
acquisitions in this space will help in building confidence in e-commerce while alleviating 
scepticism about the sustenance of the sector. The increase in competition that will ensue is 
likely to improve the supply chain, create a large number of jobs and ensure that prices remain 
competitive.

This report highlights the growing potential of e-commerce in India and its increasing 
contribution to future economic growth. PwC has partnered with NASSCOM to bring to the 
fore key regulatory and infrastructure-related challenges faced by e-commerce players and 
also put forward recommendations to the government and other stakeholders to overcome 
these complexities in doing business and to provide an impetus to the industry.

I take this opportunity to express our gratitude to leaders from the e-commerce industry 
who helped us formulate our viewpoint and actionable recommendations. I would also like 
to thank NASSCOM and its E-commerce Council for its support, especially in facilitating 
interactions with the C-suite from leading e-commerce companies. Their inputs have been 
very valuable in framing the insights contained in this report.

I hope you find this report interesting and welcome your feedback.

1. PwC analysis

Sandeep Ladda 
Partner, Global TMT Tax 
Leader and Technology 

Sector Leader, PwC India
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1.  The Indian e-commerce market will exceed 100 billion USD by 
2022, with online financial services set to grow the fastest.

2.  Growth is expected from the next 100 million users with 
starkly different demographical backgrounds and preferences 
vis-à-vis existing users.

3.  To cater to their needs, e-commerce players need to innovate 
across the value chain through initiatives such as custom 
assortments, targeted marketing, local language content and 
online-over-offline (OOO) infrastructure.

Source: Secondary research, industry discussions, PwC analysis
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The growing economy and changing face 
of the Indian consumer1

1. India is looking at an e-commerce opportunity of 100 billion USD…
• The current market of ~35 billion USD is expected to grow at a 25% CAGR over the next five years

• E-tail and e-travel, together, will continue to hold >90% share of e-commerce, while online financial services are expected 

to witness the fastest growth

2. …which will largely be driven by 150 million+ Digital Explorers (in 2022)…
• With an estimated 60% Internet penetration by 2022, India will have a large Internet population of 850 million

• Of these, 150 million+ consumers are expected to start transacting online, while 50 million+ will be Digital Champions, 

with a high frequency of online transactions

3. … that emerge from the ever-growing Indian middle class.
• By 2022, the middle class will be the largest segment of the Indian population.

• India’s real GDP per capita is expected to grow at around 7−8%.2

2. IMF

Source: PwC analysis
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Rapid economic growth… …will lead to a boost in per capita income.

Owing to India’s rapid pace of economic growth, which is likely to sustain 
in the long run…

…India is expected to witness a surge in the consuming class… 

3. Kharas, H. (2010). ‘The Emerging Middle Class in Developing Countries’, OECD Development Centre Working Paper no. 285

Real GDP
2012–22E, billion 2010 USD

Real GDP per capita 
2012–22E, 2010 USD

1,475

1,964

2,723

2012 2017 2022E

CAGR
17-22E

CAGR
12-17

6% 7%

CAGR
17-22E

CAGR
12-17

7% 8%

1,863

2,630

3,843

2012 2017 2022E

Forecast Forecast

Source: World Bank, IMF

Note: The income groups are classified as below poverty line (<3.3 k 
USD), aspiring (3.3 k–7.5 k USD), middle (7.5 k–37 k USD) and affluent 
(>37 k USD).

Source: IMF, PwC analysis

Population pyramid and disposable income
2017-22E, population in million

Middle

Emerging
Middle

Lower

Affluent

2022E 2017

Income Levels ∑= 1.3 bn ∑= 1.4 bn

360 290

380

20

550

540

40

500 • By 2022, the Indian middle class will be the largest 
segment of the population.

• By 2025, India’s contribution to the global middle 
class consumption would be approximately on par 
with China’s (~15%).3

• By 2027, India’s middle class is expected to overtake 
that of the US and China, post which India is expected 
to dominate.6
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…which is young and will spend more on discretionary commodities than 
ever before

These spenders constitute a large Internet and smartphone user base, with 
increased accessibility to mobile Internet

Indian consumers have already experienced a shift in purchasing 
behaviour as their focus has moved from ‘buying necessities’ to 
‘improving their quality of life’, and this trend is only expected 
to continue further as customers spend more on discretionary 
products and services.

Additionally, owing to a young population, India is expected to 
reap a rich demographic dividend, with the labour force grow-
ing at a CAGR of around 2% (2017–22E), against a population 
growth of approximately 1% over the same period.4 

As smartphones become cheaper and mobile data prices continue to fall, the number of 
mobile Internet-enabled users is expected to grow, and they will spend more time online.

Mobile Internet accessibility indices 
2012–22E, % 

Source: TRAI, secondary research, PwC analysis

4. World Bank estimates

2012 2017 2022E

Internet penetration 11% 32% 60%

Smartphone 
penetration

<15% 33% >55%

Average mobile data 
use per month (MB)

60 1,600+ 2,200+

Per GB mobile data 
price (INR)

200 <10 <10

Source: Secondary research, World Bank, PwC analysis 

Age distribution in India            
2017, in million

, 

15-34 years,
467

>60 years
126

0-14 years,
372

35-59
years,

374

Consumers have been increasingly interested in moving transactions online, 
especially over the past 3–4 years

• Since early 2012, consumers in India have been more keen to shop online, as revealed by online search trends.

• This interest doubled and reached a peak in 2014, post the launch of various online sales events by e-commerce websites in 
2014 and 2015.

• Post 2015, Indian e-tailers started building a loyal customer base, which led to a strong demand for e-commerce.
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Various Indian and global companies are trying to cater to this demand

Given this context, Indian consumers are increasingly skipping levels to become 
Digital Champions faster than ever

• There has been a steady growth in Indian start-ups for both horizontal and vertical e-commerce.

• Many of these start-ups are receiving investments from global funds or global retail/e-commerce giants that intend to 
participate in the growth of Indian e-commerce.

• Multiple global e-commerce firms are marking their presence in India by setting up local operations and are competing for a 
share of the market.

• Vertical businesses such as retail chains and banks are trying to set up digitals arms or omnichannel operations to target the 
growth.

• Market leaders in adjacent businesses such as telecom operators, Internet companies and OEMs are also setting up a business 
or a separate channel to facilitate e-commerce.

The journey of an Internet user – getting online to buying online

Source: Secondary research, PwC analysis

• Surf and browse
• Do not transact

• Consume more data
• Purchase small 

ticket goods with 
instant delivery

• Research and 
purchase medium 
risk category

• Limited transaction 
frequency

• Are driven by 
convenience 

• Get accustomed to 
online transactions

• Transact often

Digital natives are 
experiencing online 
before offline purchases 
(mobile apps, e-tail).

With e-tail tapping 
essentials such as 
grocery, more 
people are directly 
onboarded as 
explorers.

Digital beginners Digital explorersDigital live Digital champions

I want to 
explore the 
Internet.

I want the 
Internet to make 
tasks easier.

I want the Internet 
to help me spend 
on essentials.

I want to spend 
online on 
discretionary 
purchases.
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With increasing awareness, access and acceptance of the Internet, the number of 
Digitally Live and Digital Champions is expected to grow rapidly…

…and the presence of conducive regulations and policies is only expected to 
catapult online consumption further…

Relevant policy components for e-commerce

Over the years, the e-commerce sector has seen 
enormous growth in terms of its impact on 
the economy and the consumer. Realising its 
contribution towards various macro-economic 
indicators, the government has recently begun 
including e-commerce under the purview of various 
laws and regulations. However, while regulations 
exist, there is a need for a holistic policy framework 
that harmonises all the regulations and, at the 
same time, adapts to fast-changing technology and 
consumer preferences.

Taxation

FDI and exchange control

Consumer 
protection

Anti-trust

Sectoral- FSSAI, 
e-pharmacy

Telecom

Payments

Privacy and 
data protection 

~ 200 mn+

80 mn+

50–60 mn

10–20 mn

2012 2017 2022

Digital champions

Digital live

Digital explorers

Digital beginners
50 mn+

10–15 mn

5–10 mn

<1 mn

500 mn+

130–150 mn

100–130 mn

50–60 mn

Source: Secondary research, PwC analysis

Number of people that have crossed various digital phases
2012–2022E, million users 
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…boosting growth across segments of the Indian e-commerce industry…

…and enabling it to grow beyond 100 billion USD by 2022

Defining Indian e-commerce

India’s e-commerce market structure (as covered under this report)

E-commerce is typically understood as the exchange of goods and services over the Internet. With businesses across verticals 
establishing an online presence, what differentiates an e-commerce business is its reliance on the Internet for its existence, 
unlike a business that uses the Internet purely as another channel to provide additional services.

For instance, under the scope of this report, while e-wallets form a part of e-commerce, net banking and money transfers would 
not. Similarly, while online recruitment portals are considered to be e-commerce businesses and recruitment consultants using 
the Internet to reach out to potential candidates are not.

Note: Under the scope of this report, e-commerce segments targeted solely at B2B products/services have been excluded 

Source: PwC analysis

E-commerce

E-travel E-tail

Video

Gaming

Others 
–education, 
etc

Audio

Other consumer 
services – event 
ticketing, etc.

Online financial services Consumer services Digital content

E-wallets

Others – 
insurance, etc.

Classifieds
• Matrimony
• Recruitment
• Real estate
• Auto

E-services
• Food delivery
• Home services
• Health services

Air travel

Hotels

Cab services

Rail travel

Others – bus 
services, etc.

Electronics

Home and 
furnishing

Groceries

Apparel/
lifestyle

Others- 
books etc.

E-commerce market – India 
FY2012-22E, billion USD 

Note: 
1. Estimates for the e-commerce market are based on gross merchandise value (GMV) in e-tail and e-travel, transaction margins in the case of 
online financial services, commission and advertisement revenues for online consumer services, and subscription plus advertisement revenues 
for the digital content segment.
2. These numbers are different from those in ‘Strategic Review 2018: Amplify Digital’ due to CY/FY changes and different definitions of sectors.

Source: Secondary research, PwC analysis

10 18
341

16

62

0.3

3

0.1

1

4

1

3

2012 2017 2022E

E-travel

E-tail

Online FS

Online consumer services

Digital content

105

36
11

Forecast CAGR
17-22E

CAGR
12-17

27% 24%

NA 36%

NA 39%

NA 59%

74% 30%

13% 14%



A note on Indian B2B e-commerce
As Indian B2C e-commerce embarks on a high-growth journey to reach more than 150 million people, domestic B2B 
e-commerce is also bustling with increasing activity. Global B2B portals are entering India (with 100% FDI allowed in cash and 
carry) while home-grown portals are expanding their reach across multiple sectors. 

Most of these businesses operate on a marketplace model, connecting sellers and buyers. Today, the target segment for Indian 
B2B e-commerce is mostly small and medium enterprises (SMEs); however, there has been a foray into large businesses. Many 
of these portals are highly ‘verticalised’ to focus on SME target segments (such as construction and automotive) and are slowly 
expanding their base to adjacent segments.

Another interesting category of B2B e-commerce players is trying to find a place in B2B value chains by connecting original 
equipment manufacturers (OEMs)/distributors to retailers. Some of these have further expanded in the value chain to become 
offline-over-online players which enable online shopping in brick-and-mortar stores, through a counter device. These players 
typically connect online sellers (or online arms of offline sellers) to customers shopping at offline retail shops, through a retailer-
managed tablet or mobile phone. In some cases, these players may connect distributors to retailers for a vast variety of products 
covering fast-moving consumer goods (FMCG), mobile phones or construction materials.

Business models Description Examples

Supplier websites • Portals created specifically to target  
B2B customers

• May also assist with optimising a business’ 
budget for their services

• A service fee is charged per transaction or a 
subscription model is followed

• Software as a Service (SaaS) models adopted 
for various businesses such as online travel 
agencies (OTAs)

B2B marketplaces • A platform for registered businesses to shop for 
business supplies as well as supply their  
own products

• Typically act solely as a platform (charging a fee 
from the vendors)

• Buying club for Small and Medium  
Enterprises (SMEs)

• Marketplace websites facilitating buyer/seller 
interaction

Offline over online 
players

• Provide access to a customer not onboarded  
on to e-tail

• Retailers act as touchpoints through a tablet
• Connect OEMs or distributors directly to 

retailers

• OOO players for rural e-commerce  
(focusing on apparel)

With multiple estimates pegging the opportunity over 300 billion USD by 2020, the segment is only set to grow, driven by an 
interplay of factors:

1. Higher profitability  
Unlike their B2C counterparts, B2B e-commerce players do not rely on heavy discounts, offer high quality and operate on  
higher volumes.

2. Development in the existing ecosystem 
There are increasing innovations to digitise the supply chain and procurement cycles, and SaaS platforms provide stable 
platforms to SMEs, which are incapable of making huge entry investments.

3. Introduction of cost efficiencies 
By eliminating the multiple layers involved in offline distribution, online B2B players simplify the process while reducing costs.

14    PwC

Source: Secondary research, PwC analysis
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Growth and structure of the e-commerce 
industry in India and internationally2

1.  India seems to lag behind China/Russia by 5–6 years in terms of e-commerce spend 
readiness
• Presently, India has around 450 million Internet users, which is expected increase to approximately 850 million Internet 

users by 2022.

• With this increase in penetration, growing Internet familiarity and growth in GDP per capita, India is expected to reach 

China’s current e-commerce stage over the next 5–6 year

2.  The demand drivers in terms of online population, consumer preference and Internet speeds 
are in place…
• With a young population, high data rates at cheap prices and a growing online population, India is set for exponential 

growth in e-commerce

• However, India still has to build consumer loyalty to facilitate repeat online sales (especially in segments like online 

classifieds) and induce a pay culture among consumer

3.  …as are the prevalent business models and structures, which are largely similar to those of 
global peers.
• Much like other countries, the marketplace model dominates e-tail and the distributor model, based on commissions, is 

prevalent in e-travel.

• However, unlike China, India does not have players who have built digital ecosystems spanning e-commerce segments.

Source: PwC analysis
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• Rising online domestic travel 
With cheaper air tickets and a growing middle class looking for varied 
travel experiences, the number of travellers will increase across all modes 
of travel, especially with word-of-mouth referrals and reviews. Domestic 
air travel and train bookings have already seen high online penetration: 
around 50% of these bookings have moved to e-commerce.5

• Shift of international travel and hotels to online 
Hotels and international travel are expected to drive the next phase of 
growth. Online booking penetration across both these segments is less 
than 20%5 and is expected to rise over the next five years.

• Maturity of online cab and bus bookings 
Cab and bus travel bookings are in nascent phases and are expected to 
contribute to a lower share in value terms, but will exhibit high growth 
rates as volume expands in metros and business moves to Tier II cities.

The overall e-travel market is expected to continue to grow at a CAGR of 14% 
(2017–22E)...

… owing to increased penetration in international travel and hotel bookings

2.1.1 E-travel

Growth drivers 
2017–22E

5. Primary Research

Note: These numbers are different from those in ‘Strategic Review 2018: Amplify Digital’ as these are revised estimates and due to 
CY/FY changes.

E-travel market – India
FY2012–22E, billion USD

Source: Secondary research, PwC analysis

10
2012 2017 2022E

34

18

10

Forecast CAGR

17-22E

CAGR

12-17

13% 14%

10% 13%

213% 14%

14% 14%

9% 7%

16% 19%

17% 21%

Cabs, bikes, autos 
and others

Bus

Rail

Hotel

International air

Domestic air4
7

12
1

2

6

1

2

5

3

4

6

1

1

2

1

3

17% 21%



New models have emerged in upcoming segments (like hotels and cabs), while 
OTAs hold a larger share of the market

The segment faces growth challenges on account of three factors:

Business models Description Products/services

OTA

• Enables customers to purchase travel services and 
packages at one stop

• Commissions + transaction fees contribute to 
revenues

• Air tickets
• Rail tickets
• Hotel bookings
• Holiday packages

Resellers
• Ties up for inventory in bulk and resells to customers
• Gross margins are made through the difference 

between purchase and reselling price
• Hotel bookings

Aggregators

• Connects sellers and buyers
• Commissions contribute to revenues
• Sellers/service providers leverage the existing 

brand reputation 

• App-based cab hailing
• Apartment bookings

Own online channels • Online sales by the service provider
• Air tickets
• Hotel bookings

Category List of challenges

Macro challenges
• Limited audience due to limited high-speed Internet penetration
• Language and technology barriers amongst new adopters

Regulatory challenges
• Aggregators like cab-hailing players have faced suspension in some states due to lack of definition within the 

regulatory framework

Offline competition
• Corporate travel agents continue to hold 40% of the market
• Share of taxis and buses remains offline dominated due to supply constraints

Source: Secondary research, PwC analysis

Source: Primary interviews, secondary research, PwC analysis
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Despite a large base already, the market is estimated to exceed 60 billion USD 
by 2022…

2.1.2 E-tail

• Increased penetration of smartphones and low data prices 
As average selling prices stagnate at around 8,000 INR,6 affordable smartphones open the doors to tap new customer 
segments, especially in rural India. Reducing data prices over the past one to two years have made the Internet easier to 
afford, and e-tail, more accessible.

• Increasing trust 
As the brand strength of e-tail players increases, customers are expected to start transacting more often and check out higher 
value carts. This is also expected to push customers towards more discretionary and impulse purchases.

• Convenience in payment and delivery 
As e-tailers scale up and pump more money to tap into Tier II and III markets, innovations such as cash on delivery (CoD), 
e-pay on delivery, offline ordering and pick-up centres are expected to generate more sales, as customers who are less well-
versed with technology become more comfortable with paying for and receiving goods.

…as the next 100 million customers get on-boarded and start making higher 
value purchases

Growth drivers 
2017–22E 

6. Primary Research

E-tail market – India 
FY 2012–22E, billion USD

2012 2017 2022E

16

62

1

Forecast CAGR

17-22E

CAGR

12-17

74% 30%

NA 32%

137% 34%

57% 28%

Others

Fashion

Electronics

1 9

32

0

4

17

0

3

13

Note: These numbers are different from those in ‘Strategic Review 2018: Amplify Digital’ as these are revised estimates and due to 
CY/FY changes.

Source: Secondary research, PwC analysis



The marketplace model commands a high market share in the Indian 
e-tail market

The next phase of growth can be set into action by addressing certain challenges 
around developing the ecosystem

Business models Description Products/services

Marketplace • Allows sellers to sell through the channel held by the 
e-tailer.

• Commissions are earned on each order that 
contributes to revenues.

• There are 2 types of models wherein the delivery can 
either be managed by the e-tailer or the seller.

• Electronics
• Fashion
• Food delivery

Omnichannel players • Orders are collected online, but delivered with offline 
infrastructure.

• Fashion

Online over offline • Orders collected and delivered through offline 
infrastructure; for instance, people who do not have 
access to smartphones can go and place an online 
order through the tablet placed at the local store.

• Electronics
• Fashion

Category List of challenges

Customer adoption 
challenges

• Language and technology barriers amongst new adopters

Regulatory challenges • Export processes that account for higher turnaround time (TAT) for cross-border e-commerce.

Inadequate infrastructure 
(logistics and payment)

• Drop rates and payment failures have been historically high due to the lack of high-speed bandwidth, especially 
in Tier II and III cities 

• For upcoming niche segments like furniture and groceries, the lack of industry-specific solutions and good roads 
is a problem.

Inefficiency costs
• CoD locks up working capital for B2C players and merchants. 
• While it costs e-commerce players a lot to induce trial, due to inertia in adoption among customers and high 

competition, customer loyalty is low as switching costs are minimal.

Consumer protection
• Inadequate product information
• Increasing cyber and payment theft threat

Merchant adoption 
challenges

• Small and new merchants need to be trained on the latest technology – onboarding can entail considerable 
time and cost.

Source: Secondary research, PwC analysis 

Source: Primary interviews, secondary research, PwC analysis
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Financial services are expected grow rapidly …

2.1.3 Online financial services

• Government’s push for inclusive banking and digital 
With the Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan Yojana (PMJDY), the government has 
been able to get a significant population of unbanked customers onto banking 
platforms. With steps such as Aadhaar Enabled Payment System (AEPS) 
and Bharat Interface for Money (BHIM), the government is actively pushing 
digital payments for increased transparency.

• Increasing trust 
As the brand strength of m-wallets increases, customers are expected to start 
transacting more often and have higher value transactions.

• Increased mobile penetration and better networks 
Digital natives now have constant access to their device and network, which 
enables them to make payments at any time they desire. As the merchant 
network develops, the convenience of transacting over the phone is expected 
to push the penetration of electronic financial services (e-FS).

…as customers and merchants adapt to cashless payments for small ticket sizes

Growth drivers 
2017–22E

Online financial services market – India
FY 2012–22E, billion USD

2012 2017 2022E

0.3

3

0

Forecast
CAGR

17-22E

CAGR

12-17

58% 59%

NA 14%

NA 5%

NA 29%

122% 82%

Wealth management

Credit

Insurance

9

4

0 0.1

2.3

0.1

0.4

0
0.1

0.1

Wallets and payment
tools

Note: Please note that the wallets and payment tools, credit (P2P lending) and wealth management market refers to the revenue potential and 
not transaction values.

Source: Secondary research, PwC analysis
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Multiple business models have worked across all online FS segments

However, the sector is plagued with certain challenges that must be addressed to 
facilitate growth

Business models Description Products/services

P
ay

m
en

t

Closed wallets • Customers cannot reload or withdraw cash
• Transaction charges contribute to revenues

• Prepaid cards
• Gift vouchers 

Semi-closed wallets • Can reload but cannot withdraw cash
• May or may not be linked to a bank
• Transaction charges contribute to revenues

• M-wallets

In
su

ra
nc

e

Marketplace • Allows listing and sales of insurance products
• Revenues can either be through listing fee or 

commissions

• Online reselling of insurance products

Online sales by 
insurance players

• Online offering of insurance products with online 
payment of premium available

• Insurance products

C
re

d
it

Aggregator • Allows listing and sales of credit products
• Revenues can either be through listing fee or 

commissions

• Online reselling of financial products

Online non-banking 
financial company 
(NBFC)

• Technology-enabled lending process; use of 
algorithmic alternative data for decision making 
in loan processing

• Home/personal/educations loans
• SME business loans

P2P lending • Provides a fair, transparent and technology-
driven platform for quick and reliable P2P 
lending

• Fees charged from the lender and the borrower

• P2P personal/business loans

W
ea

lth
 

m
an

ag
em

en
t Marketplace • Commission from asset management company 

(AMC) or fixed fee/subscription fee from 
investors

• Mutual funds
• Equity stocks

Broker • Fixed fee brokerage fee/commission • Equity investments
• Commodities trading

Category List of challenges

Customer adoption 
challenges for payments

• Language and technology barriers among new adopters
• Trust barriers among new users

Regulatory restrictions • Regulations continue to dampen growth in the insurance segment — for example, players are not allowed to 
rate/rank products, and cannot redirect traffic from other sites

• FDI restrictions
• Lack of infrastructure makes verification a tedious task

Offline competition • Limited reach in corporate lending as compared to offline peers
• Retail credit is a highly competitive and price-sensitive segment; banks’ development of digital capabilities can 

pose a threat to digital players

Source: Secondary research, PwC analysis

Source: Primary research, PwC analysis
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The Indian online consumer services market is expected to grow at a 35% CAGR 
to become a 3 billion USD market by 2022…

2.1.4 Online consumer services

• Opportunity to organise unorganised segments 
Multiple companies have tried to organise varied service segments (such 
as plumbers, electricians and domestic help) in order to provide customers 
with better choices and convenience, to simplify finding the right service 
provider at the right time

• Increasing customer demand for variety 
Digital Native customers now look for multiple options for needs such as 
jobs and healthcare. The ability to allow options pulls in more unique users

• Penetration into higher frequency services 
From matrimony and jobs, where services could touch a customer only five 
to ten times cumulatively across his or her lifespan, online services have 
moved into high-frequency transactions such as household services and 
food delivery

…as customers spend more time and seek 
to do more online, driven by the need for 
increased convenience

Growth drivers 
2017–22E

Online consumer services market – India 
FY 2012–22E, billion USD

2012 2017 2022E

0.7

4

0

Forecast

CAGR

17-22E

CAGR

12-17

57% 39%

NA 45%

29% 19%

NA 53%

62% 38%

Job portals

Food delivery

Matrimony services

Home services

Note: The market is defined as the revenues earned by industry players through commissions, subscriptions, etc.

Source: Secondary research, PwC analysis

NA 45%
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Others (healthcare,
real estate, ticketing 
and automotive 
portals)
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Most service providers operate on a classifieds model, and unlike e-tailers, 
vertical players continue winning in their niches

However, increasing the average revenue 
per user remains a key challenge

Category List of challenges

High customer 
acquisition costs

• Due to low online penetration in the 
segment, marketing, specifically 
advertisement costs, are high – as players 
continue to educate consumers about their 
offerings and offer promotions/discounts.

Limited control on 
service

• Online classifieds act as lead generators 
and may not always participate until the 
closure of a transaction, thus leading to 
low customer loyalty and loss of cross-sell 
opportunities.

Fraudulent activities • Due to the limited control that the portals 
have and interactions between multiple 
stakeholders, the segment is prone to 
phishing, payment breaches and  
other frauds.

Source: Secondary research, PwC analysis

Source: Primary research, PwC analysis

Business models Description Products/services

Recruitment portal • Subscription fee
• Fee from recruiters

• Online recruitment classifieds
• Job market prep services (e.g. resume building)

Matrimony/dating 
websites/apps

• Subscription fee • Online matrimony classifieds

Healthcare classifieds • Advertisement revenue • Doctor discovery
• Appointment booking

Home services • Commission from service providers • Home services –photographers, trainers, carpenters, 
designers, dieticians, etc.

Food tech • Advertising revenue
• Commission (zero-commission option too) 
• Few subscription-based services

• Online food delivery (order fulfilled by restaurant)
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The online Indian digital content market is expected to grow at a CAGR of 36% to 
become a 3 billion USD market…

2.1.5 Digital content

• Increased penetration of smartphones and low data prices 
The average selling price of smartphones has stagnated at around 8,000 INR.7 

Affordable smartphones open the doors to tap new customer segments, especially in 
rural India. Further, reduced data prices over the past one to two years have made 
the Internet easier to access, thus making it easier to stream content (especially 
video and audio)

• Local content 
The availability of content in the ‘most preferred language’ of domestic consumers 
has further driven consumers to over the top (OTT) video and audio

• Convenience of availing services 
As access to content takes less ‘taps on screen’ than any other e-commerce segment, 
digital content has been able to gain popularity among Digital Explorers

…as customers with access to the Internet discover 
customised content

Growth drivers 
2017–22E

7. Primary Research

Online digital content market – India 
FY 2012-22E, billion USD

2012 2017 2022E

0.6

2.6

0

Forecast

CAGR

17-22E

CAGR

12-17

NA 36%

NA 14%

NA 46%

NA 46%

NA 46%

Other subscriptions 
(games, magazines)

Audio subscription

Video subscription

Source: Secondary research, PwC analysis

0.2

Advertising (revenues 
from digital content 
platforms like OTT 
audio, OTT video, 
games etc.)

0.3

2

0.1

0

0.1

0.2

0.5

0



While the freemium model dominates the market, the subscription model is at a 
nascent stage and gaining share…

…but faces challenges unique to the Indian consumer, especially to get Indian 
consumers to pay for content

Category List of challenges

Limited 4G coverage • Slow speeds make video buffering a struggle and only 238 million people had access to 4G in 2017.

Limited audience for 
English content

• The population that is comfortable with English entertainment is less than 150 million.

Absence of a paid 
content culture

• Dominant platforms work on freemium models.
• There is also competition from illegal torrents and music downloads – that is, pervasive piracy.

Source: Secondary research, PwC analysis

Source: Primary research, PwC analysis

Business models Description Products/services

Advertisement • Freemium+ 
• Advertisement revenues

• OTT video streaming
• Music streaming

Subscription • Freemium subscription model • Interactive education content

Free • Free along with other purchases such as mobile 
phone or network card

• OTT video streaming
• Music streaming

Pay as you go • Pay per view/pay per content • OTT video streaming

26    PwC
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2.2  Comparison of India with its global peers and their ‘gold standards’ 
in e-commerce

India presents significant headroom for further growth in e-commerce, in terms 
of the number of users…

…which, along with an exponential rise in per capita e-commerce spend, will 
move the Indian e-commerce industry towards an inflection point

Internet penetration and users across select countries 
2017 and 2022E, number of users in million; Internet penetration (% in 2017)

Country profiles – e-commerce spend 
2016, e-commerce spend per capita and readiness index* (%)

Source: TRAI, CIA World Factbook, analyst reports, secondary research

Source: World Bank, eMarketer, secondary research, PwC analysis

Note: The mobile internet users are the wireless internet users as reported by TRAI 

Note: Bubble size represents the e-tail market size in 2017

*E-commerce readiness is defined as the cumulative impact (average) of smartphone penetration and GDP per capita.

Country Internet users
Internet penetration 

(% of population)
Mobile internet 

users
Mobile internet penetration 

(% of Internet users)

India

2017 ~450 34% 425 94%

2002E 846 60% 667 79%

China 1004 53% 653 65%

Brazil 130 60% 89 68%

Russia 89 76% 78 89%

United Kingdom 62 95% 44 70%

United States of America 272 76% 237 87%

2022 Forecast
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The US and UK are considered ‘gold standard’ global peers in most categories…

…driven by an interplay of macro, demand and supply factors

Segment-wise ranking of select countries 
(2017, %/USD)

Source: Canadean, Euromonitor, Worldpay Global Payments Report, Secondary research, PwC analysis

Source: Secondary research, PwC analysis

Country
E-travel 

(ticket penetration)
E-tail 

(retail penetration)
Online financial services 

(wallet penetration in e-tail)

Online consumer 
services

(classifieds ARPU)

Digital content  
(video ARPU)

United Kingdom 70% 15% 23% 37 36

United States Of America 62% 12% 25% 14 24

Russia 36% 3% 18% 9 12

China 40% 7% 62% 9 7

Brazil 35% 4% 12% 2 6

India 36% 2% 26% 2 5

Segment
Gold 
standard

Macro drivers Demand drivers Player interventions Policy interventions

E-travel US • High Internet penetration
• Favourable demography 

– young users

• Consumers found it 
easier to research and 
purchase online tickets

• Price-sensitive travellers 
preferred e-travel

• Cost effective 
distribution tactics like 
chat features, fees for 
telephone purchases 
and improved online 
customer service

• Increase in B2B 
relationship through 
effective cost 
containment

• Ease of investment

E-tail US/China • Large Internet 
population

• High disposable income

• Brand conscious 
and price conscious 
consumers 

• Preference for 
convenience

• Good product diversity
• Focus on building 

customer loyalty

• Enabling export policies
• Higher FDI limits

E-wallets China • High Internet and mobile 
penetration

• High volume 
of  e-commerce 
transactions

• Internet giants like 
Alibaba and TenCent 
provided complete 
ecosystems with chat, 
cab, etc.

• Security of money via 
escrow facility

• Ubiquity of  
channel-agnostic wallet 
payments

• Wallet yields higher than 
bank account rates

E-services China • Well established and 
trusted markets

• A large Internet 
population comfortable 
with relying on the 
internet for everyday 
tasks

• Consolidation across 
horizontal and 
vertical players aided 
monetisation while 
introducing new cross 
selling opportunities

• Ease of investment

Digital 
content

US • High disposable income 
translating into high 
living standards

• Access to high-speed 
Internet and unlimited 
data plans

• Leveraged the 
subscription culture (e.g. 
the prevalent ‘DVD by 
mail’ model in the US)

• Ease of investment

Top 2 Mid 2 Bottom 2 
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In the East, China presents an interesting case study on how to develop a strong 
e-commerce ecosystem…

…while ensuring customer friendliness to boost adoption…

Case study 1 – Chinese e-commerce

Case study 2 – Online financial services in China

The e-commerce industry in China has witnessed 
unparalleled growth in the recent past. This growth can be 
attributed to five factors: 

• Accessibility: Chinese customers have seen an increase in 
their disposable incomes, coupled with higher penetration 
of smartphones and affordable data plans

• Player integration: Chinese e-commerce players are 
localised and integrated. From advertising to search, to 
discovery and shopping, the entire experience is built 
on an integrated platform, using localised language and 
content. The digital system is not only integrated across 
the customer journey for a product but is also integrated 
across segments of e-commerce, through two to three key 
players, and goes beyond e-commerce to social and chat 
experiences

• Supporting ecosystem: The Chinese eco-system and 
infrastructure have been supportive of the growth of 

e-commerce. Logistics networks are well developed for 
the main consumption hubs and per-parcel costs are low. 
E-commerce players have also introduced programmes to 
further build this eco-system through loan assistance for 
SMBs. They are also focusing on building trust in buyers 
through payment solutions to ensure security of money, 
credit systems and warranty programmes

• Consumer behaviour: An e-commerce culture has 
developed in China over the years with a growing number 
of brand-conscious yet price-conscious consumers, who 
prefer online shopping as compared to visiting brick-and-
mortar stores, unlike their Western counterparts

• Regulations: In 2015, foreign shareholding in e-commerce 
services was lifted from 50% (as part of the value-added 
telecommunications services [VATS] category) to 100%, 
thus boosting business in the Chinese e-commerce sector

Chinese online financial services have managed to boost the 
e-commerce sector, through a focus on customer adoption. 
There are typically three impediments to adoptions of online 
financial services: (i) lack of trust in security, (ii) limited use 
cases and (iii) low returns for money ‘stored online’.

Online financial services players have ensured the security 
of money while making e-commerce payments via 

escrow facilities, thus contributing to overall e-commerce 
expenditure. Integrated eco-systems and the ubiquity of 
wallet payments facilitated both online and offline payments 
that were channel-agnostic, hence providing multiple use 
cases of online financial transactions. Finally, a regulatory 
arbitrage of investing wallet balances in money market funds 
that yielded higher-than-bank account rates moved customer 
spends online.

Source: Secondary research, PwC analysis

Source: Secondary research, PwC analysis



…and enabling the domestic e-commerce industry to cater to an opportunity 
beyond its borders

Case study 3 – Cross-border e-commerce in China

In 2017, China had displaced the US and UK to become the 
most popular cross-border e-commerce destination. 
Cross-border e-commerce in China was a little over 100 
billion USD (2017) and is expected to reach 144 billion USD 
by 2021. The average spend by a cross-border digital buyer 
was estimated to be 882 USD (2017), with cosmetics and 
baby products amongst the highest sold product categories. 
The top countries exporting to China were Japan, the US, 
South Korea, Germany and Australia. 

This tremendous potential and growth in cross-border 
e-commerce has been driven by an interplay of factors 
such as:

• Consumer preferences: A growing middle class, which 
is young, tech-savvy, exposed to global trends, willing 

to spend more and values quality (perceived to be 
synonymous with foreign products) has a high propensity 
to shop for foreign brands.

• Favourable policies: A favourable policy environment has 
also boosted cross-border e-commerce, in particular the 
prevalence of bonded warehouses which allow overseas 
merchants to ship to China in bulk without very strict 
quality controls and commercial import duties (though the 
import tax was increased in 2017).

• Regional shifts: While the top markets contributing to 
cross-border e-commerce were the big cities like Shanghai 
and Beijing, growth was also driven by smaller cities with 
31% of new customers coming from Tier III and IV cities.

Source: Secondary research, PwC analysis
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While countries like Brazil have developed ingenious solutions to overcome 
indigenous challenges…

Case study 4 – E-Commerce in Brazil

With approximately 140 million Internet users in a country 
with a population of 211 million, Brazil presents a large 
opportunity for e-commerce. Approximately 52% of Brazilian 
shoppers research about products online before purchasing 
them, and the number is expected to keep growing.

However, many Brazilians are still focused on domestic sites 
because of challenges with Brazilian credit cards. Brazilian 
credit cards issued by local banks can only issue payments 
in Brazilian Reais, thus inhibiting international e-commerce 
retailers. Also, all international payments are subject to a 
6.38% tax, thereby disincentivising many Brazilians from 
buying on Amazon or Alibaba. 

To leverage this opportunity in the market, entrepreneurs 
across Brazil are taking advantage of the strong growth in 

the e-commerce market and making it easier for Brazilians to 
access online retail domestically.

For instance, Dafiti, which launched in 2010, is an online 
shoe and fashion retailer based in São Paulo and has since 
joined Rocket Internet’s Global Fashion Group in a merger 
valued at over 1 billion USD.

In 2012, the Brazilian e-commerce start-up Baby.com.br was 
voted ‘Startup of the Year’ and is now considered the leading 
online baby products retailer in Latin America. 

Another start-up, Buscape, helps online shoppers compare 
across multiple sites. Buscape was acquired by Naspers in 
2009 for 342 million USD.

Source: Secondary research, PwC analysis
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…some South East Asian countries are witnessing growth in e-commerce on the 
back of similar growth drivers as India

Amidst explosive growth across the globe, technology is playing a vital role in 
transforming the e-commerce landscape

Case study 5 – E-Commerce in Indonesia

Case study 6 – AI in e-commerce

In 2015, there were 18 million online shoppers in Indonesia; 
this number is expected to grow to 119 million by 2025. 
Growth in the Indonesian e-commerce market is expected 
to be driven by high levels of investment and industry 
consolidation.
Six changes in the industry are transforming the Indonesian 
e-commerce landscape:
• Smartphones: The rise in smartphone penetration, due 

to the increasing availability of affordable smartphones 
and the development of the 4G network. Smartphone 
penetration more than tripled from 14% to 43%  
over 2013-16.

• Growing middle class: The emerging middle class is 
being targeted by leading e-commerce companies. The 
‘consuming class’ is likely to grow from 45 million in 2010 
to 135 million by 2030.

• FDI: There has been at least 2.5 billion USD in FDI raised 
as a result of tie-ups between leading Chinese and Western 
firms.

• Payments ecosystem: The accelerating evolution of 
payments infrastructure is enabling customers without 
bank accounts to make online purchases. While e-wallets 
have been slow to gain a foothold, aggressive investments 
are changing the landscape.

• Demand from smaller cities: Customers in Indonesia’s 
Tier 2 cities account for an increasing proportion of 
e-commerce transactions.

• Enabling platforms: Local e-commerce giants are 
providing businesses with platforms to set up an online 
storefront, accept transactions and warehouse and deliver 
goods to customers.

Voice orders 
Consumers can place voice orders for household items, 
pantry staples and more on their smart speaker / home 
assistant. The address and payment method can be set up on 
the app of the device, while orders are managed by a delivery 
service powered by the company. The order (one item per 
order only) is eligible for free delivery if the item is above a 
specified per-store minimum or if a shipping fee is involved in 
the transaction.
Placing an order is simple. All consumers have to say to their 
devices is ‘order iron’ or ‘buy milk’, and they hear options 
from which they can make a choice. When they hear a 
suggestion they like, they only have to answer ‘yes’ to place 
the order. For convenience, the status of the order can be 
checked on the orders page on the app; further, they can 
even cancel their order.

A programmable IoT button 
This is a simple WiFi device designed for developers, and 
helps them to access the company’s on- demand cloud 
computing platforms. Individuals can code the button’s logic 
on the cloud to configure button clicks, count or track items, 
call/alert someone, order services or provide feedback. Some 
examples of the services that the device can offer include 
clicking the button to unlock or start a car, opening the 
garage door, calling a cab, making phone calls, ordering a 
meal, tracking the use of household items or medications or 
even remotely controlling OTT platforms.
An IoT button is simple to set up and easy to use. Consumers 
only need to create a free account. After configuring the 
device and connecting to the WiFi network, they can start 
using their IoT button as they please.

Source: Secondary research, PwC analysis

Source: Secondary research, PwC analysis
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While e-commerce business models across countries have been largely similar 
and are converging towards marketplaces…

…the ‘gold standard’ e-commerce economies are built on nine key drivers, from 
which India may choose to learn to build a globally leading e-commerce sector

Source: Secondary research, PwC analysis

Segment Dominant model – global Dominant model – India

E-travel • Aggregator and distributor model
• Commission
• Ad revenues

• Distributor model
• Commission
• Transaction fee

E-tail • Marketplace • Inventory led
• Marketplace

E-wallets • Independent wallets
• Pulling of transactions 
• B2B payment gateways
• Wallet integrated within messaging app (WeChat)

• Independent wallets
• Pushing of transactions
• B2B payment gateway

E-services • Vertical dominated
• Subscription + fee for advertising products

• Horizontal and vertical
• Subscription

Digital content • Subscription • Premium model + ad revenue
• Subscription

Gold standard growth drivers

Growth in online population India will have a much larger online population by 2022

Demographic shift to the young population The median age in India is already 28.

While consumer preferences are changing rapidly, a few 
trust issues are likely to take some time to overcome.

Changing consumer preferences

Cross-border purchases Regulatory changes are needed to push cross-border 
Sales.

E-commerce culture Indian customers still prefer brick-and-mortar stores 
for multiple categories; players lack an integrated eco-
system comprising shop, wallet and chat applications.

Promotions by an ecosystem of integrated applications 
such as wallet and shop

Indian e-commerce players and financial institutions are  
similarly embracing m-wallets

Customer loyalty for verticals
Indian players are taking the initiative to build loyalty 
among customers through various subscription 
programmes.

High Internet speeds High data rates at cheap prices are already prevalent; 
however, there is scope for further penetration.

Subscription/pay culture India lacks a video library/‘DVD by mail’ culture and 
Hence, it will take time to adapt to paying for content.

Comparison with India

Source: Secondary research, PwC analysis
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Role played by the Internet in 
nation building3

1.  E-commerce can potentially create 1 million+ jobs by 2022…
• E-commerce is expected to not just create regular corporate jobs but also increase employment in allied industries like 

logistics and warehousing.

2.  …while actively supporting and contributing to 20 million+ businesses run by SMEs / 
entrepreneurs…
• With higher revenues and profits, the Internet helps MSMEs in building efficiencies across their operations and in 

expanding their boundaries and scale.

3.   …and attracting significant FDI inflows, thereby boosting investor confidence.
• Besides benefiting the economy and consumers, this also helps Indian organisations imbibe best practices from their 

global competitors.

Source:  Secondary research, PwC analysis
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The e-commerce sector was estimated to contribute 2% to India’s GDP in 2017, 
which is further estimated to increase to 4% by 2022E

E-commerce in India is expected to create 1 million+ jobs by 2022… 

…both directly and in allied industries or the e-commerce eco-system…

• Among the 0.65 million core jobs, retail-oriented jobs (such as category management, merchandising) will be key. 
• Around 0.1 million core jobs will focus on e-commerce technology, such as algorithms and the development of interfaces.
• These technology-oriented core jobs will also include the need for digital (social, mobile, analytics and cloud [SMAC]) skills. 

The share of these skills is expected to increase further by 2022.
• Support functions such as customer care, HR and finance are expected to grow as well; however, their growth may not be on 

par with other segments due to advances in AI and the scaling up/consolidation of businesses.
• Within ancillary jobs, e-logistics is expected to be the largest segment, creating more than 0.3 million jobs. Delivery / last mile 

delivery will contribute to approximately two-thirds of the jobs as e-commerce grows beyond Indian metros.

E-commerce 
contribution to GDP

Contribution of e-commerce to GDP – India
 2012–22E, % of GDP (at current prices)

Source: IMF, PwC analysis 
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Total employment generated by e-commerce in India
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Source: Secondary research, Industry discussions, PwC analysis
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…while contributing to the growth of the logistics sector…

…as well as supporting the growth of MSMEs…

…and contributing to taxes, both directly and indirectly, through increased 
transparency

• E-commerce was estimated to contribute approximately 
0.8 billion USD to the logistics sector in 2017.

• As warehousing demand grows steadily across all 
demand hubs, transport expenditure will remain the 
key cost.

• The growth in transport is expected to be driven by 
last-mile logistics as e-commerce expands to Tier II / III 
cities, and line haul/warehousing operations become 
more efficient.

• Among the 50 million+ MSMEs in India, only around 20 
million are estimated to have Internet access.

• Of these 20 million, around 8 million MSMEs have 
benefited from e-commerce. As the e-commerce sector 
grows, this number is expected to double and increase 
the average revenue per MSME.

• MSME sellers find it profitable to engage in e-tail as it 
reduces sales and marketing costs by approximately 50% 
while providing them with wider access to the market, 
which can lead to a more than 50% increase in revenues.

• Apart from contributing to taxes directly, e-commerce 
companies also contribute to increasing transparency 
through a 1% tax collected at source for transactions 
done on marketplaces.

• E-commerce also paves the way for better records 
of transactions and brings millions of dollars of 
transactions under the purview of tax.

Source: Primary research, PwC analysis

E-logistics market
2012–22E, billion USD
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Forecast

Source: UNIDO report, secondary research, PwC analysis

Potential MSME engagement of e-commerce
2017–2022E (in million)

Forecast
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Source: PwC analysis
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Growth in the e-commerce sector also contributes positively towards multiple 
softer aspects of nation development

Boosts investor confidence in the 
Indian consumption story and 
positively impacts FDI inflows.

Positively impacts the 
environment by reducing net 
emissions (conducting multiple 
deliveries instead of single trips).

Encourages new SMEs to set up 
their business and scale them 
up faster.

Introduces Indian employees to 
global best practices, trickling 
down from global organisations.

Enables Indian brands to 
go global.

Encourages healthy competition 
by providing multiple choices 
to consumers, including leading 
global products and services. 

Boosts business for small 
business owners such as hotel 
owners and cab drivers.

Encourages IP development 
within the country.
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Current policy landscape and 
shortcomings4

1.  The Indian e-commerce sector is governed by a myriad of laws and regulations.

2.  Harmonisation of regulations is the need of the hour. 

3.  India needs an enabling ecosystem for e-commerce.
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Regulatory environment for e-commerce in India

The e-commerce sector in India has witnessed tremendous growth in a short period of time. Government laws and regulations 
have evolved periodically to accommodate this growth. While a regulatory eco-system exists, there is a need for an adaptive 
policy framework which would harmonise the various regulations governing the sector and at the same time align itself with the 
dynamics of technology adoption and consumer behaviour. 
A snapshot of the existing regulatory eco-system for e-commerce is given below.

The current regulatory status, with respect to foreign 
investments in the e-commerce sector, is as follows:

• 100% FDI is allowed under the automatic route in 
companies engaged in B2B e-commerce.

• 100% FDI is allowed under the automatic route for the 
marketplace based model8 of e-commerce. 

• No FDI is permitted in the inventory-based model9 of 
B2C e-commerce, except if an entity is engaged in either 
manufacturing, single brand retail trading or food retailing.

The e-commerce sector is still at a nascent stage of evolution. 
Many new entrepreneurs are aspiring to contribute to this 
sector through innovative ideas. The FDI Press Note 3 of 2016 
brought in much required clarity with respect to the models 

of operation in the sector which has spurred investment 
and enabled the creation of a robust ecosystem. Any further 
changes in this policy would first require an assessment of the 
impact on the industry vis-à-vis this policy to create a rationale 
for change.

Over the past one year, the e-commerce industry has 
witnessed some major investments which indicate growing 
confidence in a fairly healthy and vibrant sector, despite 
capital accessibility issues, especially for smaller businesses, 
unlike the case of China, which has access to enormous 
local capital. In the area of job creation, new investments 
are expected to expand the current employment base of 0.3 
million workforce to approximately 1 million people by 2022.

1.Foreign Direct Investment Policy

8  According to FDI Press Note 3 of 2016, Marketplace based model of e-commerce means providing of an information technology platform by an 
e-commerce entity on a digital and electronic network to act as a facilitator between and buyer and seller.

9  According to FDI Press Note 3 of 2016, Inventory based model of e-commerce means an e-commerce activity where inventory of goods and 
services is owned by e-commerce entity and is sold to the customers directly.
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With digitisation and increased demand for online purchase, 
whether goods or services, the role of digital payments and a 
need for the safety of money is extremely critical.

The ecosystem of the payments industry has three major 
stakeholders: 

• Policymakers and regulators - via the Payment and 
Settlement Systems Act, 2007, that governs all payment 
transactions in India, 

• Banks 
• Payments companies 
The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has a vision of a cashless 
India and has pro-actively introduced regulations that are 
conducive to digital payments. The government has an 
ambitious target of completing 30 billion digital transactions 
annually by March 2019. 

As per industry research, one of the largest areas of concern 
in e-commerce is the failure rate of payment gateway 
transactions (60–70% pass-through) and the cost of 
transactions. A large segment believes that the former is due 
to multi-step authentication which causes inconvenience 
to customers and results in failed transactions. While most 
of the companies surveyed by PwC wanted a removal of 
the two-factor authentication, niche players with higher 

average transaction values preferred the extra authentication 
for purchases, to protect the public. However, the RBI, 
in December 2016, has relaxed the additional factor 
authentication for online transactions below 2,000 INR. This 
has not been adopted by stakeholders due to implementation 
issues, which we believe should be addressed shortly.

The government has also waived the Merchant Discounted 
Rate (MDR) applicable on all debit cards, BHIM, United 
Payments Interface (UPI) and Aadhaar Enabled Payment 
System (AePS) transactions of less than 2,000 INR from 
January 2018, for a period of two years. This alleviates the 
fears of merchants regarding orders of reduced margins, as 
they now stand to benefit from the enhanced utility of digital 
payments. The government intends to incentivise merchants 
to change their behaviour and realise the benefit of receiving 
digital payments. They believe that this will outweigh the 
small charges that will return post the two year rebate. 

The government has pushed for UPI to enable easy P2P and, to 
some extent, P2M transactions. These payments are restrictive 
for e-commerce players due to the settlement guidelines for 
intermediaries: all payments to merchants involving nodal 
banks shall be effected within a maximum of T+3 settlement 
cycle. This puts a strain on working capital and bilateral 
agreements with suppliers of e-commerce companies.

2. Payments and transactions

2007

• Payment and 
Settlement 
Systems Act

• NPCI is created

2008

2018 Expected*

• Mobile Banking 
and  Payments 
Guidelines

• MDR relaxation for 
up to INR 2000 for 
2 years

• Continued push for digital 
payments by policymakers 
and regulatory bodies

• ATM, small finance bank and 
payments bank to have updated 
operational guidelines

• OPGSPs to have 
updated operational 
guidelines

2009

2011
• PPI Guidelines
• Payment 

Intermediaries 
Guidelines 

• Domestic Money Transfer 
Guidelines

• Levy of charges for Retail 
Electronic Payments Systems

2017

• Launch of Bharat QR and 
BHIM (UPI)  for facilitating 
P2P and P2M transactions

• Master Directions 
for PPI ‘s

• Draft rules for security of 
PPIs (MeitY)

• Budget reform for 
reduction in duties 
for PoS

• Payments and Small Finance Banks Guidelines 
• Bharat Bill Payment System guidelines
• Import and export payments facilitated by 

Online Payment Gateway

• MDR unbundling charges
• Relaxation of additional  authentication 

for Card Not Present less than INR 2000
• Enhancement in PPI limits
• On tap Universal Bank license 

2010

2013

Online Payment Gateway 
Service Providers 
(OPGSPs) – cross border 
transaction guidelines

• Guidelines on White Label ATMs 
in India

• Merchant Discount Rate Policy for 
card usage for debit and 
credit cards 

20142016

Policymakers and regulators have promoted payments via a progressive policy regime
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Several laws and regulations have been formulated to protect 
the interests of Indian consumers, and all companies in the 
business of dealing with goods and services are required 
to adhere to them. The most critical one is the Consumer 
Protection Act, 1986 (CPA), which governs the relationship 
between consumers and goods or service providers and 
specifically excludes the rendering of any service that is free 
of charge. However, there is no separate consumer protection 
law that is specific to, and regulates, online transactions. 
Liability under the CPA arises when there is ‘deficiency in 
service’ or ‘defect in goods’ or the occurrence of an ‘unfair 
trade practice’.
If actual sales are taking place on the online platform, the 
users will be considered ‘consumers’ under the CPA and its 
provision will apply to the sale of products on the online 
platform. Depending upon who is actually selling the goods or 
rendering services, the liability under CPA may be applicable. 
The distributor of goods also comes within the purview of 
the CPA.
• Consumer Protection Bill, 2018
In January 2018, a new consumer protection bill, which is 
an amendment to the 31-year old CPA, was introduced in 
the Parliament. The new Bill includes the establishment 
of an executive agency, the Central Consumer Protection 
Authority (CCPA), which will protect and enforce the rights 
of consumers. The CCPA will intervene, whenever necessary, 
to protect consumers from unfair trade practices and initiate 
class action including enforcing recalls, refunds and returns  
of products. 

The Bill lays down a provision for product liability and gives 
powers to the regulatory authority to recall products and 
cancel licenses if a certain consumer complaint affects more 
than one individual. For this purpose, e-commerce services are 
also recognised in the new bill, and the proposed CCPA should 
address any concerns in this domain.
Currently, major e-commerce companies are actively taking 
cognizance of consumer issues and complaints that are 
reported to them by adopting some best practices such as:

 - Returns: Products can be returned if they are delivered 
physically damaged, have missing parts or are different 
from what was ordered.

 - Complaints: They can be filed within a defined timeframe 
for a 100% refund within a stipulated time period, 
depending on the nature of the product.

• Legal Metrology Act (Packaged Commodity Rules), 2011
Any product sold in India needs to comply with uniform 
standards of weights and measurements. The Legal Metrology 
Act, 2009 prescribes disclosure and compliance norms for 
products manufactured or sold in India. Non-compliance is 
an offence and is subject to penalties and prosecution. The 
Act issued the Legal Metrology (Packaged Commodities) 
Rules, 2011, which defines provisions related to pre-packaged 
commodities meant for wholesale, retail and online sale in 
India. Some of the requirements for an e-commerce company 
under this law are — display on the website the name and 
address of the manufacturer, country of origin, generic name 
of the product, net quantity, best before or use by date (if 
applicable), maximum retail price, product dimensions, etc. 

Though RBI regulations enable a safer payments environment 
for all stakeholders, a majority of the positive initiatives are for 
point of sale (PoS) machine-based payments. Digital payment 
systems face challenges related to security, fraudulent 
transactions and protection of sensitive data which need to 
be addressed. Most e-commerce players do expect online 
payments to become the majority payments channel and the 
benefits of online transactions need to be recognised by the 
regulators. The Watal Committee report10 has recommended 

that the non-banks be permitted to directly access inter-bank 
payment systems like RTGS, NEFT and IMPS to enable open 
access and interoperability in payments. The report has 
recommended this with a view to enable competition and 
innovation and provide a positive impetus in the payments 
space. E-commerce and digital payments are correlated and 
consequently any positive impetus to one will impact  
the other.

3. Consumer protection laws

China’s payments sector has grown largely due to:
• Security of money while making e-commerce payments via the escrow facility 
• Ubiquity of wallet payments facilitated both online and offline payments that were channel-agnostic
• Regulatory arbitrage of investing wallet balances in money market funds that yielded higher returns than 

bank accounts 

10  Committee on Digital Payments. (2016). ‘Medium term recommendations to strengthen digital payments ecosystem’. Retrieved from http://
finance.du.ac.in/du-finance/uploads/pdf/Reports/watal_report271216.pdf



Food 

The Food Safety and Standards Authority of India (FSSAI) is 
the apex food regulator in India. The FSSAI implements and 
enforces food regulations as prescribed in the Food Safety and 
Standards Act, 2006 (the FSS Act), which governs  
the following: 

Registration and compliance for food business operators 
(FBOs), which includes food e-commerce companies

• Regulations for the import, distribution or sale of any food 
including novelty food items, genetically modified articles of 
food, irradiated food, organic foods, food for special dietary 
uses, functional foods, nutraceuticals, health supplements 
and proprietary foods 

• Compliance with packaging and labelling requirements for 
pre-packaged food products

In 2017, the FSSAI introduced separate guidelines for food 
business activities by e-commerce companies to define 
their roles and responsibilities in the context of the act. 
The guidelines define the e-commerce business model for 
FBOs and specifies other regulatory requirements, which 
include registration and licensing requirements, supply 
chain compliance requirements, food product listings 
and information requirements, displaying food products 
requirements, handling of consumer complaints and 
responsibility of e-commerce FBOs vis-à-vis recalls.

Online Pharmacy

India’s Drugs and Cosmetics Act, 1940, currently does not 
recognise medicines sold online. The Ministry of Health 
has thus released draft rules as an amendment to the Drugs 
and Cosmetics Rules, 1945 for the e-pharmacy sector. This 
move will ensure the authentication and regulation of 
e-pharmacy companies. The new rules make it mandatory for 

e-pharmacies to register with the Central Licensing Authority, 
and they will be restricted from selling narcotics, tranquilisers, 
and psychotropic drugs. 

The Drug Controller General of India will issue licences for 
three years, after which the license will need to be renewed 
and the premises of the e-pharmacy companies will be 
inspected every two years. The draft rules also require 
e-pharmacies to establish customer support operating for at 
least 12 hours every day.   With respect to drugs distributed 
or sold on receipt of a prescription, the registered pharmacist 
on behalf of an e-pharmacy is required to verify the details 
of patients and the registered medical practitioner and shall 
only dispense the drugs which are found not to be dispensed. 
Further, the details of the same would need to be maintained 
on the e-pharmacy portal. This is applicable both for 
e-prescriptions and other prescriptions. 

In the past, concerns were raised about the qualifications of 
people dispensing drugs through online portals. The draft 
rules now mandate that the portals put up details of their 
registration on the website. The e-pharmacies will have to 
upload details of owners, logistics provider, the name of the 
pharmacist who validates the prescription, and procedure 
for lodging complaints. E-pharmacies will also be required to 
comply with the Information Technology Act, 2000.

Role of state regulators: In most of the sectoral regulations, 
like FSSA, Motor Vehicles Act, Legal Metrology Act and online 
pharmacy rules. States have a key role to play in terms of 
being the enforcement authority for various provisions of the 
laws. While at the Centre level, the respective acts are being 
amended to recognise e-commerce as a business model, it is 
critical that there is harmony in interpretation and alignment 
in the implementation of the laws at the Centre and across the 
different states.

4. Some sectoral regulations
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For an e-commerce platform, any engagement, beginning 
from the consumer’s arrival at the website all the way 
to a successful transaction, involves the collection of the 
consumer’s personal information in some form. This is likely 
to include direct information such as identity and financial 
information as well as indirect data on search patterns 
and preferences. Hence, safeguarding of such information 
against unauthorised access and misuse needs to be a key 
consideration for e-commerce sites. In 2017, the Supreme 
Court declared the right to privacy as a fundamental right 
in India, thereby laying the ground for a strong data privacy 
regime in India. 

The Government is thus currently in the process of coming 
up with a new law on data protection for which a Committee 
of Experts, led by former Supreme Court judge, Justice B. N. 
Srikrishna, have recently submitted a Personal Data Protection 
Bill and a report11 on the framework for the proposed law. The 
report and the bill aim to bring about a regulatory framework 
for data protection by granting autonomy to individuals in 
relation to their personal data to specify the extent of usage 
of personal data and its processing. The bill also creates 
obligations for implementing organisational and technical 
measures in processing and protecting such data. For this 

purpose, an independent authority—the Data Protection 
Authority (DPA)—is proposed to be set up for creating an 
ecosystem for responsible data handling.  

Once the bill is passed in Parliament, e-commerce companies 
will be required to place privacy at the heart of all their 
operations. Companies will need to amend the mechanisms 
used to collect and store personal data and localise all 
organisational data. They will also be required to revisit 
consent and procedures to deal with data breaches and 
provide additional rights to their users.

As of today, the areas of data protection and cyber security 
in India are governed by the Information Technology Act, 
2000. Section 72A provides for data protection by making it 
a punishable offence to disclose information, knowingly and 
intentionally, without the consent of the person concerned 
and in breach of a lawful contract. Section 79 enables online 
intermediaries to seek ‘safe harbour’ protection from liability 
for any third-party content under the Intermediary Guidelines 
Rules, 2011. Further, passwords and financial information 
were classified as sensitive personal data in the rules released 
in 2011, which defined compliances for corporate bodies 
handling such information. 

5. Data protection and cyber security 

10  A Free and Fair Digital Economy – Protecting Privacy, Empowering Indians, July 2018
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The telecommunications sector provides the infrastructure 
for mobile communications and internet connectivity, both 
of which are crucial enablers for the e-commerce sector. In 
the light of fast-evolving network technologies, which have 
implications for businesses and the way they are regulated, 
the Department of Telecommunication (DoT) recently 
issued a new telecom policy—the draft National Digital 
Communications Policy, 2018, signalling a shift in focus 
towards digital infrastructure and services. The policy lays the 
foundation for efficient spectrum utilisation, creation of robust 
infrastructure, promotion of next generation technologies and 
security in the digital eco-system.

The draft policy focuses on the following areas, which are vital 
for the growth of e-commerce:

• Connect India: Through its mission ‘Connect India’, the 
policy aims to build a robust communications infrastructure 
through initiatives such as public-private partnerships in 
broadband, incentives and exemptions for the construction 
of mobile tower infrastructure and making available  
under-utilised spectrum and 5G. It aims to simplify 
regulatory hurdles to aid easy connectivity through 
spectrum sharing, leasing and trading, revising licensing 
and administrative processes for satellite communications 
clearances and allocations.

• Propel India: Through its mission ‘Propel India’, it aims to 
catalyse investments in the digital communications sector by 

harnessing emerging technologies such as Internet of things 
(IoT), machine-to-machine (M2M) communication, cloud 
computing and easing regulations for the same.

• Secure India: Through its third mission ‘Secure India’, it 
aims to establish a comprehensive data protection regime by 
formulating a policy on encryption and data retention and 
enforcing obligations on service providers to report data 
breaches to authorities and affected users.

With the objective of boosting broadband penetration, the 
telecom regulator Telecom Regulatory Authority of India 
(TRAI) had asked the Department of Telecom (DoT) in 2017 
to amend the internet service provider (ISP) permit rules to 
allow the sharing of active infrastructure such as WiFi routers, 
access points and backhaul. It also advocated the freeing up 
of new spectrum bands and revisiting import duty rates to 
make WiFi access devices cheaper, to help the proliferation 
of affordable WiFi services in public places. TRAI was also 
in favour of an aggregator model, where a new category of 
unlicensed WiFi players such as public data office aggregators 
(PDOAs) can sell public WiFi and data services. These PDOAs 
could tie up with small entrepreneurs such as neighbourhood 
retailers (such as kirana stores) and handcart operators 
(thela-wallahs) as venue owners to truly promote broadband 
in all parts of the country.

6. Network Infrastructure and access

The e-commerce sector has been under the scanner of the 
Competition Commission of India (CCI) due to various 
complaints on anti-competitive activities which violate the 
provisions of the Competition Act, 2002. Currently, there 
are no rules specifically regulating the e-commerce sector; 
however, the CCI has been issuing orders under the act on 
a case-to-case basis. Broadly, it has held that e-commerce 
portals and brick-and-mortar retail outlets form a part of 
the same relevant market and hence, as per the CCI’s orders, 
e-commerce does not constitute a separate market segment. 
Thus, the resulting market share of online retail portals 
in the overall market is very low, and may not result in a 
dominant position. This would also have implications on other 

concerned issues. For example, any allegations of predatory 
pricing may not hold before the CCI as such, because online 
retailers are not dominant players in the relevant market. 
It may be added that under the Indian Competition Law, 
unfair trade practices are not covered, unlike the case of the 
erstwhile Monopolies and Restrictive Trade Practices (MRTP) 
Act and many other jurisdictions.

CCI has also held that exclusive distribution agreements 
between the manufacturer and online retailers per se may not 
create any entry barrier or result in an appreciable adverse 
effect on competition (AAEC) in India. CCI has, however, also 
held that manufacturers cannot restrict distributors from 
selling their products on online portals.

7. Anti-trust laws
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The way forward

E-commerce is governed by multiple regulatory bodies 
that regulate different aspects of the sector. There is a need 
for harmonisation of laws and regulations covering the 
e-commerce ecosystem which includes giving them a common 
definition and intent. An overarching harmonisation of 
policies for e-commerce should focus on enabling growth of 
the sector and enhance consumer trust. 

The envisaged approach will help in the development of an 
ecosystem that will support the industry, boost investments 
as well as protect consumer interest. The framework should 
also provide for an e-commerce facilitation unit in all relevant 
government ministries and sectoral departments, which 
serve as a point of interface for handling issues unique to the 
e-commerce sector.

Recently, a think tank has been created under the Ministry of 
Commerce to develop a policy framework for e-commerce, 
largely driven by India’s position on global trade. Various sub-
committees within the think tank have submitted their point 
of view for consideration. Any new proposition for the sector 
should be an enabler for growth of the sector.

A harmonised e-commerce policy framework should 
encompass the following:

A robust physical and digital infrastructure

• Physical infrastructure

The Union Budget 2018 intended to develop a national 
logistics portal that will act as a single window body for 
all logistics and regulatory requirements. The national 
integrated logistics plan should focus on making logistics more 
efficient through an easing of processes, the introduction of 
information technology and a coordinated enhancement of 
logistics infrastructure in the country. Some of the areas which 
the policy needs to cover are:

 - Simplification in the process of approval of new 
warehouses and fulfilment centres, tax simplification, 
relaxation of e-way bill conditions on e-commerce 
companies

 - Enabling investment in physical infrastructure, 
transportation, cold storage, etc.

 - Incentivising creation of data centres

• Digital infrastructure

 - Payments infrastructure

With the Government’s vision of a cashless economy, 
the RBI and policymakers have created an enabling 
environment for digital payments. The recommendations 

of the Watal Committee report should be implemented. 
Operational measures like relaxation in the guidelines 
pertaining to T+3 payments and rebates in card-not-
present transactions should be implemented. In addition, 
to ensure the security of payment systems, regulations on 
the use of new technology such as artificial intelligence 
(AI), blockchain, fraud intelligence mechanisms and 
analytics need to be encouraged.

As very aptly stated by the Watal Committee, ‘Payments 
is a business of transferring money. In contrast, banking 
is the business of giving assured returns on deposits and 
lending.’ Effective implementation is recommended 
for announcements made by the government, such 
as the PSS Act, an independent Payments Regulatory 
Board, waiving of charges for digital payments to the 
government, regulatory sandbox, state government digital 
payments and other pro-digital payments initiatives such 
as interoperability and open access for PPI players for the 
remittance business. This will unlock value and promote 
digital payments, which will have a synergistic effect on 
the e-commerce industry. 

 - Network infrastructure and access

Telecommunications networks provide the enabling 
infrastructure for e-commerce companies. Slow Internet 
connectivity and drop rates greatly impact user experience 
and payment success. While the upcoming telecom policy 
does intend to address issues of coverage, speed and 
connectivity, certain regulatory requirements are needed 
to monitor telecom providers on their contention ratios to 
avoid congestion. 

 - Robust data protection framework

To strengthen the existing data protection framework and 
safeguard personal data of consumers, a new Personal 
Data Protection Bill has been introduced. The proposed 
law, once created should be the overarching mechanism 
for data protection across sectors including e-commerce, 
while allowing creation of a higher standard for data 
protection in certain critical areas. For example, other 
regulators such as Telecom Regulatory Authority of India 
(TRAI) and the Ministry of Health have recently come 
up with their own guidelines for data protection. Hence, 
a harmonised approach would need to be adopted to 
ensure alignment of data protection regulations, reducing 
ambiguities and uncertainties. Care should be taken that 
the compliance burden of implementing the proposed 
law and ensuing subordinate legislation for the industry 
is proportionate to its benefits for the consumers and 
enables the industry to continue to innovate.
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Thrust to ‘Make in India’ 

While the government has given the necessary push to ‘Make 
in India’ in food retail by liberalising the FDI policy for food 
retail (including through e-commerce), to further encourage 
manufacturing in other products, it is important that it 
liberalises FDI in the non-food retail category as well, sourcing 
preferably from MSMEs. This can be done in a phased manner 
by gradually opening up sectors such as apparel, leather, 
electronics and handicrafts to start with, where India has a 
significant untapped potential. If FDI in such categories is 
allowed, it is likely to lead to increased investments in the 
sector, and create new markets for products by providing a 
wide platform to sell. This is expected to further incentivise 
domestic manufacturing and provide much-needed support 
to the MSME sector. An increase in investments will have a 
multiplier effects on the back-end supply chain and support 
the infrastructure necessary for the manufacturing sector to 
flourish.

A level playing field between offline and online players 
from a taxation perspective

E-commerce transactions in India suffered from several 
complexities in relation to indirect taxation. While the VAT 
and service tax regimes have been done away with, the 
new Goods and Services Tax (GST) regime is presenting its 
own challenges to the business models of e-tailers (online 
retailers). The key challenge for e-commerce operators under 
the GST will be the introduction of a tax collected at source 
(TCS), which requires marketplaces to deduct a tax of 1% on 
the value of sales made through their portals, where amounts 
are collected by them. 

While this provision has been deferred for now, it will lead 
to significant compliance challenges for both marketplaces 
and sellers, apart from leading to working capital blockages 
for the tax amount. This could discourage sales through 
the marketplace model as well. The major challenges 
seen are mandatory registration for sellers while selling 
through e-commerce operators, state-wise registration for 
marketplaces and the filing of multiple returns by e-commerce 
operators, as well as the matching of sales figures reported by 
sellers and marketplaces.

In light of the above, it is recommended that TCS provisions 
should be limited to filing of information by e-commerce 
operators with respect to sales made through their portal, 
without any requirement for mandatory registration by sellers 
or multiple registrations by e-commerce operators, apart from 
complex GST returns requiring matching of data. 

A conducive environment for cross border e-commerce

Growing aspirations and better quality of products have been 
major drivers of cross border e-commerce in India. Similarly, 
foreign markets are demonstrating an increasing interest in 
traditional Indian products such as saris, handicrafts and 
Indian footwear. However, cross border e-commerce is subject 
to various challenges and regulations in India, such as:

• Currently, reimports of non-selling or returned items are 
treated as fresh imports with a levy of customs duty on the 
items. Therefore, a policy or provisions are required for 
returns and liquidation in the current regulatory set-up, 
to allow exporters the flexibility to reimport non-selling or 
returned items from destination market places.

• In cross-border e-commerce, the buyer is unknown at 
the time of export to foreign warehouses, which leads to 
documentation issues for realising export proceeds. Hence, 
a policy relating to invoicing and stock transfer requires 
deliberation.

• A relook at the compliance with a 9-month window for 
realisation of sale proceeds from the time of export is also 
required, as the goods may remain in the foreign warehouse 
until the receipt of an order.

• Another major roadblock in the e-commerce industry is 
a mismatch in the amount of inward remittance and the 
declared value in the Export Declaration Form (EDF). 
Therefore, an RBI approval on every shipment will be 
required, which may not be feasible from a business 
standpoint.

• Incentives to be given in case of outbound e-commerce.
• A principle of ‘significant economic presence’ (SEP) has been 

introduced principally for taxation of foreign online players 
having Indian sourced revenues. This is a complex and 
evolving framework and the government is currently in the 
process of stakeholder consultations to finalise the guiding 
framework. In the context of e-commerce, each of the 
models has a very unique source of revenue and the manner 
in which it monetises user data. For example, in the case of 
a foreign marketplace, it is likely that the listed merchants 
are non-residents who pay a listing fee or commission to 
the marketplace. In such a case, the marketplace can have 
a large number of users or interactions with Indian buyers, 
amongst others, which would be largely attributable to 
buyers visiting the website often or registering as a user. 
In the case of electronic app stores, this can also be on 
account of the fact that such marketplace applications are 
installed on electronic devices by default and the same will 
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inordinately increase the number of ‘users’. However,  
these marketplaces may not meet the revenue thresholds 
or may not even have revenue from Indian customers 
since their source of revenue is from listing fee or sales 
commission paid by non-residents. The guiding SEP 
framework should hence take cognisance of such evolving 
business dynamics.

Enabling ecosystem for domestic start-ups

While the government, under its vision of ‘Start-up India’ has 
developed a start-up policy, there is much left to be desired. 
To further accelerate the growth of the start-up ecosystem, an 
enabling environment for domestic entrepreneurs is required. 
There needs to be an enabling framework for start-ups to 
harness their value by allowing easier exit for both Indian and 
foreign investors.
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Catapulting Indian e-commerce towards 
global leadership 5

1.  Growth prospects across all segments are constrained due to a large number of ‘explorers’ 
facing language, technology barriers and service parameters-related problems
• The next 100 million users are expected to be comfortable with vernacular languages and prefer voice over typing.

• These new users will be new to financial products and show limited trust in digital payments.

• Since the next set of e-commerce users will primarily come from Tier II /III cities, the delivery time and per shipment cost 
will be higher, thereby limiting service potential.

2.  Solutions that address problems around language barriers and service quality are likely to 
accelerate e-commerce growth in India
• Introducing vernacular content, along with audio visuals, will make the next set of users more comfortable 

with e-commerce

• Initiatives to make digital payments easier (e.g., colour-coded instructions) will also encourage online transactions

3.  A ‘Make-for-India’ solution approach along with conducive policy environment has the 
potential to propel e-commerce 
• Implementation of multiple recommendations, both by the Government and e-commerce players, will help India realise its 

full potential in e-commerce

Source: Primary research, secondary research, PwC analysis
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Source: Secondary research, PwC analysis    

Access (smartphones, internet, literacy and language) and service (product 
portfolio, trust, payments and logistics) are two building blocks for e-commerce 
penetration in India

The next 100 million customers will be very different from the existing 50 million 
customers, and hence e-commerce players must ‘Make for India’

Next 100 million
1. Comfortable with vernacular languages 
2. Average age more than 28
3. 50% male
4. Most new customers will be from Tier-II /III cities
5. Prefer voice
6. New to online financial instruments; prefer COD
7. May be alright with long delivery times and high shipment cost
8. Mix of global and local products
9. Low to medium ticket size
10. Need education

First 50 million
1. Comfortable with English
2. Average age around 25 years
3. 70% Male
4. Predominantly urban
5. Comfortable with typing
6. Trust wallets or e-FS
7. Have access to quick delivery
8. Global products
9. High ticket size
10. Understand financial products

Source: Secondary research, PwC analysis

Determinants of Internet customers
2017

Determinants of average annual spend
2017

70 million customers
(> 3–4 years of Internet experience)

Lack of instant gratification

Population 1.3 billion

72% literate population 
(above the poverty line) 936 million

32% Internet penetration
~450 million

Explorers
200 million

Per capita expenditure for
top 70–80 million customers

Lack of needed products

Need to wait

Trust issues

No touch
and feel



To overcome these obstacles and turbocharge growth, a three-pronged approach 
is recommended:

The industry looks forward to small steps which will empower e-commerce 
customers

1. Enable consumers to transact online effectively

2. Encourage online players through an online-offline parity in regulations

3. Ensure that the supporting infrastructure is capable of managing turbocharged growth

Enable users/consumers

Enable players [G]

Provide adequate access
[G / P]

Provide comfort with English and technology
[P]

Increase trust
[G]

• Increase digital literacy [G]

• Make basic digital interactions and financial 
awareness a part of the school curriculum

• Integrate ‘Skill India’ and ‘Digital India’ to 
train and educate citizens and increase 
digital literacy

• Increase Internet penetrations and  
speeds [G]

• Invest in more high speed WiFi or network 
programs (similar to the high speed WiFi at 
railway stations

• Increase geographic reach and appeal  [P]

• Study Tier II/III customer needs and launch 
appropriate products (such as agricultural 
spares or emergency torches)

• Introduce vernacular content and audio-
visuals to overcome the lack of comfort with 
English

• Make digital payments easier for the next 
wave of Internet users (e.g. colour-coded 
accept or decline buttons)

• Improve customer experience by adopting 
best-in-class technology (AI or virtual reality 
or voice recognition), e.g. cataloguing that 
can adapt to voice-based search

• Enable e-commerce on feature phones with 
voice OR adapt to offline-over- 
online models

• Explore integration with other devices  
(such as home bots, televisions) 

• Digitise court case databases for quicker 
and better background checks (for drivers 
or delivery boys)

Ensure ease of capital and market access 

• Support e-commerce SMEs and start-ups through an investment fund and enabling policy environment
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With such developments, there is an opportunity for the Indian e-commerce 
market to reach 150 billion USD by 2022

Enable the supporting infrastructure [G]

Payments mechanism Logistics providers

• Relax intermediary guidelines, which demand T+3 payments to allow 
bilateral agreements to take precedence

• Provide benefit or partial benefit of float in nodal accounts to 
marketplaces and payment gateways  

• Extend rebates provided to card-present transactions to card-not-
present transactions which currently attract a transaction  
discount rate (TDR) 

• Simplify two-factor authentication and improve success rates 
(e.g. for card-not-present transactions of lower than 2,000 INR, 
customers should be prompted to select threshold values for one 
factor authentication for certified e-commerce entities)

• Enable cross-border e-commerce [G]
• Currently, reimports of non-selling or returned items are treated as 

fresh imports with a levy of customs duty on the items. Therefore, a 
policy and provisions are required for returns and liquidation in the 
current regulatory set up to allow exporters the flexibility to reimport 
non-selling or returned items from destination market places

• In cross border e-commerce, the buyer is unknown at the time of 
export to the foreign warehouse, which leads to documentation 
issues for realising export proceeds. Hence, a policy relating to 
invoicing and stock transfers requires deliberation

• A relook at the compliance with the 9-month window for realisation 
of sale proceeds from the time of export is also required as the 
goods may remain in the foreign warehouse until the receipt of 
an order

• Another major roadblock in the e-commerce industry is the 
mismatch in the amount of inward remittance and the declared value 
in the EDF. In such a case, RBI approval on every shipment will be 
required, which may not be feasible from a business standpoint

• Simplify the procedure for approval of new warehouses or fulfilment 
centres, tax simplification, relaxation of e-way bill conditions on 
e-commerce companies

• Execute a single registration to simplify the procedure for 
transportation of goods across states

• Improve logistics infrastructure, e.g. better roads
• Allow sellers to register marketplace warehouses or fulfilment 

centres as an additional place of business under applicable 
GST laws

• Extend required relaxation under the proposed GST laws to enable 
multiple vendors to register at a marketplace warehouse or  
fulfilment centre

• Address the lack of skilled manpower in logistics, analytics, pricing, 
inventory management, transportation, and last-mile delivery by 
providing the right trainings

• Ensure data protection [G]
• Launch a comprehensive information security program in alignment 

with the current landscape of threats in the e-commerce segment

Legend
G = Recommendations for government and regulatory bodies
P = Recommendations for e-commerce player

Source: Primary interviews, Secondary research, PwC analysis

E-Commerce market - India (optimistic case) 
FY 2012–22E, billion USD

Note:
1. The estimates for the e-commerce market are based on gross merchandise value in e-tail and e-travel, transaction margins in the case of 
online financial services, commission and advertisement revenues in online consumer services, and subscription plus advertisement revenues in 
the digital content segment.
2. These numbers are different from those in ‘Strategic Review 2018: Amplify Digital’ due to CY/FY changes and different definitions of sectors.

Source: Secondary research, PwC analysis
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The future of e-commerce technology 
in India6
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An order in 2022

2017 2022

1. Initiation E-tail • Customer types the product category or brand into 
the e-tail site.

• Customer browses the e-tail websites and chooses 
the items on his/her phone or laptop.

• Customers without smartphone or laptop access 
are excluded.

• For recurring purchases such as groceries, AI is 
expected to place automatic orders based on 
assigned monthly wallet limits.

• Customers will be able to place voice orders 
through smart home devices or their smart phones.

• Customers can place orders on nearest online over 
offline channels.

E-travel • Customer browses the e-travel websites and 
chooses the trip details on his/her phone or laptop.

• Hotels are booked based on their ratings and 
images.

• Customers will be able to book trips with voice 
assistants through smart home devices or their 
smart phones.

• VR is expected to find applications in experiencing 
the hotel rooms prior to booking.

Online FS • Customers choose the mode of payment and 
destination or source of payments on their 
smartphones.

• Customers will have virtual payment addresses 
linked to contacts in their phones that they can 
select within other applications.

Online CS • Customers sign up for services as per their need 
through laptop and mobile phones.

• Customers will keep signing up for services 
similarly.

Digital 
Content

• Customers look for the content through text search. • Customer will be able to browse with voice 
commands.

2. Delivery E-tail • Order is immediately processed and sent to 
logistics partner that arranges pick up.

• Fast orders reach in a day.
• Orders are not delivered as CoD to blacklisted 

locations.

• Predictive analytics will help logistics partners 
manage inventory.

• Express orders are expected to take less than 
4 hours with increased scale and local delivery 
points.

• Predictive analytics will calculate the probability of 
return or reject.

E-travel • Tickets are booked instantaneously and e-mailed. • Tickets will be booked instantaneously and will be 
delivered over instant messaging or mobile pass 
applications.

Online FS • Customer enters PIN to transfer amount to wallet or 
for bank instruments.

• Customers will not need a PIN for transaction 
values less than the daily transaction limit.

Online CS • For physically delivered services, customers book 
timeslots and confirm over call.

• For physically delivered services, the service men 
will be able to confirm the presence and address 
through GPS.

Digital 
Content

• Content is delivered over the existing bandwidth.
• Most content is global.

• Content is delivered over high-speed cheap data.
• Content will be localised.
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Context and methodology

• This report assesses the current state of the e-commerce 
industry in India and discusses market opportunities, 
challenges and recommendations that can drive 
industry growth.

• It covers an analysis of the following segments: 
 - E-travel
 - E-tail
 - Online financial services
 - Online consumer services
 - Digital content

• Estimation of market sizes:
 - PwC India estimated the potential number of consumers 

specific to the segments under consideration, their 
spend per transaction and how often they transact via 
e-commerce. These estimates were further validated 
based on the revenues/GMV of key companies,  
primary interviews with key industry players and  
secondary sources

 - For the analysis of underlying trends, PwC India relied on 
secondary research and interviews with industry experts, 
along with an analysis of this underlying data

 - For the analysis of industry challenges, PwC India relied 
on secondary research and interviews with  
industry experts

• Estimation of employment generation, e-logistics, MSME 
engagement of e-commerce and tax contribution: 
 - PwC India estimated each of these aspects based 

on market growth estimates. These estimates were 
corroborated with industry publications and were 
validated through primary interviews with 
industry experts.

• The recommendations made in this study are representative 
of the views of the industry and were collected through 
extensive interviews with key players across all segments of 
the Indian e-commerce industry.

• Other notes:
 - All the numbers in this report are rounded off.
 - In cases where the industry/segment was too nascent or 

did not exist, the historical CAGR has been  
mentioned as ‘NA’.

 - All years in this report are calendar years (CY)
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GDP Gross domestic product

USD United States Dollar

CAGR Compound annual  
growth rate

PPP Purchasing power parity

Bn Billion

Mn Million

K Thousand

(E)/Est. Estimated

AI Artificial intelligence

PIN Personal identification 
number

TRAI Telecom Regulatory  
Authority of India

RBI Reserve Bank of India

UPI United Payments  
Interface

PoS Point of Sale

CPA Consumer Protection  
Act, 1986

CCI Competition Commission 
of India

DPA Data Protection Authority

M2M Machine to Machine

ISP Internet Service Provider

MRTP Monopolies and  
Restrictive Trade Practice

IRDA Insurance Regulatory and 
Development  
Authority

B2B Business to business

B2C Business to consumer

GMV Gross merchandise value

ARPU Average revenue per user

MSME Micro, small and medium 
enterprises

FDI Foreign direct investment

IP Intellectual property

CoD Cash on delivery

VR Virtual reality

TCS Tax Collected at Source

GST Goods and Services Tax

MDR Merchant Discounted 
Rate

AePS Aadhaar Enabled  
Payment System

FSSAI Food Safety and  
Standards Authority of 
India

FBOs Food Business Operators

AAEC Appreciable adverse effect 
on competition

DoT Department of  
Telecommunication

IoT Internet of Things

PDOA Public Data Office  
Aggregators

EDF Export Declaration Form

OPGSP Online Payment Gateway 
Service Provider

Glossary
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